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QUESTION 1

What is the main purpose of the planned failover feature? 

A. Test the VM in a sandbox without impacting the production environment 

B. Proactively switch from running the regular VM to the replica VM 

C. Initiate a disaster recovery procedure when the main site is down 

D. Test a disaster recovery scenario without any downtime on the VM 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/planned_failover.html?ver=100 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has been running off replicated, business-critical VMs at their disaster recovery location since an
earthquake near the primary data center occurred. Since the threat has passed, they want to stop the replicas and
switch to the VMs at the primary data center without losing data. Which of the following actions is the first step they
should take? 

A. Failover 

B. Permanent failover 

C. Commit failback 

D. Failback to production 

E. Planned failover 

F. Undo failover 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When planning to back up files and folders from shared sources, that is the correct method to connect to the file share
from the Veeam backup server? 

A. Add the file share into the store infrastructure 

B. Add the file share into the physical infrastructure 

C. Add the file share into the inventory 

D. Add the file share into the managed servers 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which Veeam Backup and Replication job type offers the shortest recovery time objective (RTO)? 

A. Backup copy 

B. Backup to tape 

C. Replication 

D. File to tape 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/replication.html?ver=100 

 

QUESTION 5

If you need to run a script to stop a service in order to get an application-consistent backup on a Windows server, where
can the script be run? 

A. In the guest processing setting of the job, enable application-aware processing and add a pre-freeze script to the VM 

B. Configure the script to run on the Veeam Backup and Replication server using the Windows Task Scheduler 

C. Copy the script to the VM and schedule the script to run prior to the start of the backup job using the Windows Task
Scheduler in the VM 

D. In the virtual machines setting of the job, add a script in the scripts tab under "Run the following script before the
job:" 

Correct Answer: C 
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